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Abstract

For many deaths associated with influenza and Omicron infections, those viruses are not
detected. We applied previously developed methodology to estimate the contribution of
influenza and Omicron infections to all-cause mortality in France for the 2014–2015 through
the 2018–2019 influenza seasons, and the period betweenweek 33, 2022 and week 12, 2023. For
the 2014–2015 through the 2018–2019 seasons, influenza was associated with annual average
of 15,654 (95%CI (13,013, 18,340)) deaths, while betweenweek 33, 2022 and week 12, 2023, we
estimated 7,851 (5,213, 10,463) influenza-associated deaths and 32,607 (20,794, 44,496) SARS-
CoV-2 associated deaths. For many Omicron-associated deaths for cardiac disease, mental&-
behavioural disorders, and other causes, Omicron infections are not characterised as a
contributing cause of death – for example, between weeks 33–52 in 2022, we estimated
23,983 (15,307, 32,620) SARS-CoV-2-associated deaths in France, compared with 12,811
deaths with COVID-19 listed on death certificate. Our results suggest the need for boosting
influenza vaccination coverage in different population groups in France, and for wider
detection of influenza infections in respiratory illness episodes (including pneumonia) in
combination with the use of antiviral medications. For Omicron epidemics, wider detection of
Omicron infections in persons with underlying health conditions is needed.

Introduction

With the emergence of the Omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2, it became clear that the relative risk
for severe outcomes of COVID-19 in adults is quite lower for the Omicron variant compared to
the Delta variant [1, 2]. At the same time, the appearance of the Omicron variant led to an
increase in the volume of severe outcomes (including hospitalisations and ICU admissions) in
SARS-CoV-2-positive patients that were for a cause other than COVID-19 – see, for example, the
data from France on hospitalisations and ICU admissions for a cause other than COVID-19 but
with a SARS-CoV-2 infection versus admissions for COVID-19 [3]. This is related to differences
in disease manifestation for Omicron infections versus Delta infections for both emergency
department admissions [4], hospitalisations [5], and admissions to critical care [6]. In particular,
Omicron epidemics make a substantial contribution to mortality for cardiac causes, cancer,
Alzheimer’s disease/neurological disorders, and other causes [7]. The number of deaths for
different underlying causes that are triggered by an initial Omicron infection is expected to be
quite higher compared with the number of deaths for COVID-19, though further work is needed
to better characterise severe disease episodes for different principal causes for which the initial
Omicron infection was not detected or treated (e.g. Omicron-associated acute myocardial
infarction mortality in persons aged 25–44 years [8]).

In December 2022, high rates of all-cause mortality, not seen since April 2020, were recorded in
France [9]. Those high rates of excess all-cause mortality were related to the Omicron and the
influenza epidemics during that time. Those data provide an opportunity to estimate the volume of
Omicron- and influenza-associated mortality and compare it with the number of deaths with
COVID-19 or influenza listed on the death certificate. Studies suggest that only 23%–38% of
influenza-associated deaths have an underlying respiratory cause of death [10–12], for which only
a further fraction has influenza listed on the death certificate, with an additional significant
contribution of influenza infections to mortality for circulatory and other non-respiratory causes
[10, 12, 13]. Despite the high rates of influenza-associated mortality for different principal causes,
frequency of testing for influenza and the related use of antiviral medications may be relatively low
for various illness episodes (including pneumonia hospitalisations) during periods of active influ-
enza circulation in the community.AU.S. study found that frequency of testing for influenza in cases
of community-acquired pneumonia in the United States had increased significantly between 2010
and 2015, whereas oseltamivir use on the first day of hospitalisation in influenza-positive cases was
associated with a relative risk of 0.75; 95% CI (0.59–0.96) for 14-day in-hospital mortality [14]. A
French study of ICUpatientswith severe influenza illness showed a relatively lowuptake of influenza
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antiviral medications prior to ICU admission [15]. Another study of
French patients with laboratory diagnosed influenza showed a higher
influenza antiviral uptake [16] supporting the need for wider labora-
tory detection of influenza infections in France.

In addition to wider detection/treatment of Omicron and influ-
enza infections, particularly in older individuals/persons with under-
lying health conditions, boosting vaccination coverage for both SARS-
CoV-2 and influenza should help mitigate the spread of those infec-
tions in the community and the associated burdenof severe outcomes,
including deaths. Vaccination coverage for the second booster for
COVID-19 in France is limited and largely restricted to persons aged
over 60 years [17]. At the same time, there is evidence that vaccination
reduces both the risk of acquisition of Omicron infections [18] and
the risk of onward transmission of infection [19]. A French study of
ICU patients with severe influenza illness found that 84.4% of those
patients were eligible for influenza vaccination according to the
vaccination recommendations in France, but only 52 out of
245 patients (21.2%) in whom this information was reported had
been vaccinated [15]. Influenza vaccination coverage levels in differ-
ent population groups in France are moderate-to-low [20], and
significantly lower than influenza vaccination coverage levels in the
corresponding population groups in the United States [21]. This
pertains to both influenza vaccination coverage in risk groups for
influenza-associated complications, and to population groups that
play an important role in spreading influenza infections in the
community. In particular, studies have found that children experience
higher than average influenza infection rates [22] and play an import-
ant role in the spread of influenza infection in different countries [23],
including France [24]. Finally, we note that during thewinter of 2022–
2023, the greatest relative increases in mortality in France took place
in long-term care facilities for older individuals (EHPAD) [25]. Influ-
enza vaccination rates for healthcare workers (HCWs) in EHPAD in
France are quite low [26] despite evidence of a significant benefit of
HCWvaccination against influenza for all-cause mortality in nursing
home residents during influenza seasons [27].

In our earlier work [10, 12], we developed a method for combing
data on syndromic surveillance with data on virologic surveillance to
estimate rates of mortality associated with the major influenza sub-
types in the United States. Subsequently, this method was applied to
the estimation of influenza-associated mortality in other countries
[28–30], including the EU population [30]. Here, we adopt this
framework to evaluate the contribution of influenza infections to
all-cause mortality for the 2014–2015 through the 2018–2019 influ-
enza seasons, aswell as the contribution of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza
infections to all-cause mortality between week 33, 2022 and week
12, 2023. The reason for omitting the period between 2020 andAugust
2022 from the analyses is that patterns of non-COVID-19 mortality
have changed during the pandemic due to lockdowns and other
factors. For example, examination of mortality in England andWales
between March 2020 and June 2022 suggested that for deaths for
which COVID-19 was not coded as the underlying cause of death,
there was a reduction of 367,000 in the number of deaths for respira-
tory causes compared to averages during the previous 5 years
[31]. Additionally, the heat wave in France resulted in significant
levels of excess mortality in July 2022 [32]. However, starting mid-
August 2023, baseline rates of mortality not associated with SARS-
CoV-2 or influenza infections in France have returned tomore regular
patterns, which allowed for the inclusion of the period starting mid-
August 2022 into the inferencemodel in [10, 12]. The aim of this work
is to help inform vaccination policies for SARS-CoV-2 and influenza,
and policies for detecting/treating SARS-CoV-2 and influenza infec-
tions, particularly in persons with underlying health conditions (with

Omicron-associated mortality for cardiac causes and for mental&be-
havioural disorders examined further in the SupplementaryMaterial).

Methods

Data availability

This manuscript is based on aggregate, de-identified publicly avail-
able data. Data on weekly numbers of influenza-like illness (ILI)
consultations in metropolitan France are available from the French
sentinel surveillance [33]. Sentinel data on testing of respiratory
specimens for the different influenza subtypes (A/H1N1, A/H3N2,
B/Victoria, and B/Yamagata) are available from WHO FluNET
[34]. Data on the daily number of deaths in France starting 2015
are available from [9]. Data on population in France are available
from [35]. Electronic records for deaths with COVID-19 listed on
the death certificate are available from [36]. We note that many
SARS-CoV-2-associated deaths are not listed in [36], and weekly
death rates in [36] are used as a covariate in the regression model
rather than the estimate of the contribution of COVID-19, or
SARS-CoV2 infections to mortality.

Incidence indicators for the major influenza subtypes and for
SARS-CoV-2-associated deaths

Not all ILI consultations in the sentinel data [33] correspond to
influenza infections, and those that do, correspond to infection with
different influenzasubtypes.Foreach influenzasubtype (e.g.A/H3N2),
we define an indicator for the incidence of that subtype onweek t (e.g.
A=H3N2 tð Þ) as

A=H3N2ðtÞ¼
Rate of ILI consultations per 100,000 persons on week t in ½33�
�Percent of  respiratory specimens on week t in ½34�
positive for inf luenza A=H3N2

(1)

To relate the incidence indicators for themajor influenza subtypes to
weekly levels of all-causemortality per 100,000 persons in France [9],
we note that age distribution of influenza cases changes with the
appearance of antigenically novel influenza strains, and this changes
the relation between rates of influenza-associated ILI (incidence
indicators in equation (1)) and rates of influenza-associated mortal-
ity. The relevant antigenic changes for our study period were (a) the
appearance of an antigenically/genetically novel A/H3N2 strain
during the 2014–2015 influenza season [37]; (b) the appearance of
the novel influenza B/Yamagata strain during the 2017–2018 season
[30]; and (c) the 2018–2019 A/H3N2 epidemic strains belonging to
several clades and exhibiting different immunity profiles for different
birth cohorts [38]. Correspondingly, for the model relating A/H3N2
circulation to associated mortality, we split the A/H3N2 incidence
indicator into three: A=H3N21, equalling the A/H3N2 incidence
indicator for the period from January 2015 to September 2015, and
equalling to 0 for later weeks; A=H3N22 , equalling the A/H3N2
incidence indicator for the period from October 2015 to September
2018, and equalling to 0 for other weeks; and A=H3N23, equalling
the A/H3N2 incidence indicator for the period starting October
2018, and equalling to 0 for other weeks. Similarly, we split the
B/Yamagata incidence indicator into two, corresponding to the
periods before and starting the 2017–2018 B/Yamagata epidemic.
Finally, we note that it takes 1–2 weeks between influenza illness and
influenza-associated mortality [10]. Correspondingly, we use a
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regression framework (equation (2))) to relate the mortality rate
M tð Þ on week t to the shifted incidence indicators, e.g.

A=H3N2sðtÞ¼ s �A=H3N2ðt�2Þ+ ð1� sÞ �A=H3N2ðt�1Þ,
where the parameter s (common for all incidence indicators) is
chosen to minimise the R2 for the model fit. For the estimation of
the rates of SARS-CoV-2-associated deaths, we use the weekly rates
Cove tð Þ of deaths with COVID-19 listed on the electronic death
certificate in [36] as an indicator (covariate in the regressionmodel).

Regression model: The regression model that we use is

MðtÞ¼

β1 �A=H1N1sðtÞ+ β2 �A=H3N2s1ðtÞ+ β3 �A=H3N2s2ðtÞ
+ β4 �A=H3N2s3ðtÞ+ β5 �B=VictoriasðtÞ+ β6 �B=Yamagatas1ðtÞ
+ β7 �B=Yamagatas2ðtÞ+ β8 �CoveðtÞ+ BaselineðtÞ
+ TrendðtÞ+Noise: 

(2)

The timeperiod thatwe include in the analysis isweek 3, 2015 through
week 2, 2020, and week 33, 2022 through week 12, 2023. The baseline
represents weekly rates of mortality not associated with influenza or
SARS-CoV-2 circulation, and Baseline tð Þ ismodelled to have annual
periodicity in week t . We use periodic cubic splines to model the
baseline mortality rates whose shape is unknown [10, 12]. The trend
Trend tð Þ is modelled as a quadratic polynomial in week t. Finally, to
account for the autocorrelation in the noise, we use a bootstrap
procedure (resampling the noise on different weeks) to estimate the
confidence bounds for various quantities evaluated in the model [10].

Results

Figure 1 plots the results of the regression model in equation (2).
The model fits in Figure 1 are generally temporally consistent, with
baseline rates of non-influenzamortality + trend + the contribution
of influenza infections to all-cause mortality (difference between
the red and the green curves) explaining the patterns of mortality
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, while baseline + trend + contri-
bution of influenza infections + contribution of SARS-CoV-2
infections to mortality explaining the patterns of mortality between
week 33, 2022 and week 12, 2023 (with SARS-CoV-2 infections
being responsible for most of excess mortality during that period).

Table 1 gives the estimates of the contribution of influenza
infections to all-cause mortality for the 2014–2015 through the
2018–2019 influenza seasons, and the contribution of SARS-
CoV-2 and influenza infections to all-causemortality betweenweek
33, 2022 and week 12, 2023. For the 2014–2015 through the 2018–
2019 seasons, influenza was associated with an annual average of
15,654 (95% CI (13,013, 18,340)) deaths, whereas between week
33, 2022 and week 12, 2023, we estimated 7,851 (5,213, 10,463)
influenza-associated deaths and 32,607 (20,794, 44,496) SARS-
CoV-2-associated deaths.

Data on mortality with COVID-19 listed on the death certifi-
cate in France are available through the end of 2022 [36]. For the
period between weeks 33–52 in 2022, we estimated 23,983
(15,307, 32,620) SARS-CoV-2-associated deaths in France, com-
pared with 12,811 deaths with COVID-19 listed on the death
certificate [36], and 8,639 in-hospital deaths with COVID-19
during the same period [39].

Figure 1. Weekly mortality rates for all causes between week 3, 2015 and week 2, 2020, and week 33, 2022 and week 12, 2023 (black curve), the baseline + trend for the rates of
mortality not associated with influenza or SARS-CoV-2 infections in France (green curve), themodel fit (baseline + trend + contribution of influenza infection +contribution of SARS-
CoV-2 infection to mortality, red curve), and the model fit between week 33, 2022 and week 12, 2023 with the contribution of SARS-CoV-2 infection removed.
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Discussion

During the winter of 2022–2023, high levels of excess mortality (not
seen since the first COVID-19 wave in April 2020) were recorded in
France [9], with excess mortality being primarily associated with
the Omicron epidemic [3], but also the influenza epidemic during
that period [40]. The emergence of the Omicron variant saw a
higher proportion of ICU admissions and deaths with a SARS-
CoV-2 infection which were for causes other than COVID-19
compared to the earlier SARS-CoV-2 variants [3]. Additionally,
most influenza-associated deaths do not have influenza listed on
the death certificate [10, 12]. A better understanding is required of
the contribution of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza infections to hos-
pitalisations and mortality for different principal causes to inform
vaccination policies for SARS-CoV-2 and influenza, and policies
for detecting/treating SARS-CoV-2 and influenza infections, par-
ticularly in persons with underlying health conditions.

We have estimated (15,307, 32,620) SARS-CoV-2-associated
deaths in France between weeks 32–52 in 2022, compared with
12,811 deaths with COVID-19 listed on the death certificate during
the same period. In the Supplementary Material, we show a signifi-
cant contribution of Omicron infections to mortality for cardiac
disease and for mental&behavioural disorders without COVID-19
being listed on the death certificate. A significant contribution of
Omicron infections to mortality for cardiac causes, cancer, Alzhei-
mer’s disease/neurological disorders, andother causeswas also found
in [7]. Those findings suggest the need to widen the detection/
treatment of Omicrons infections, particularly in individuals with
underlying health conditions, as well as the need to increaseCOVID-
19 booster vaccination coverage in the whole population to mitigate
SARS-CoV-2 transmission in the community. We have also esti-
mated that influenza was responsible for high levels of associated
mortality prior to the pandemic, with an average of 15,654 (95% CI
(13,013, 18,340)) annual deaths associated with influenza infections
during the 2014–2015 through the 2018–2019 seasons, as well as
7,851 (5,213, 10,463) influenza-associated deaths between week
33, 2022 and week 12, 2023. Influenza vaccination coverage in
non-elderly adults and in children in France is quite lower compared
with the United States [20, 21], with children known to play a
significant role in influenza transmission in the community [22–
24]. Residents of establishments for dependent elderly persons

(EHPAD) in France represent a sizeable share of all-cause mortality
[41] and influenza-associated mortality in the French population.
Rates of influenza vaccination for HCWs in EHPAD in France are
quite low [26], while HCW vaccination against influenza has a
significant effect on all-cause mortality in nursing home residents
during influenza seasons [27]. Additionally, influenza vaccine effect-
iveness in older individuals can be quite low [42], and types of
influenza vaccines administered to older individuals play a role in
preventing adverse outcomes associated with influenza infections. In
the United States, recent Advisory Committee on Immunization
Practices recommendations stipulate that adults aged ≥65 years
should preferentially receive any one of the following higher
dose or adjuvanted influenza vaccines: quadrivalent high-dose
inactivated influenza vaccine (HD-IIV4), quadrivalent recombinant
influenza vaccine (RIV4), or quadrivalent adjuvanted inactivated
influenza vaccine (aIIV4) [43]. Finally, antiviral medications
for influenza are prescribed quite frequently in France when an
influenza infection is laboratory-detected [16], while antiviral treat-
ment of influenza infection in hospitalisations for respiratory causes,
including pneumonia, was found to have benefits in terms of redu-
cing mortality rates in hospitalised patients [14].

Our results have some limitations. Influenza surveillance data in
France pertain to mainland France [33], whereas we have used data
on mortality for the whole of France. Additionally, sentinel data on
testing for viral specimens [34] have amoderate sample size andmay
not represent all of France.We note that influenza epidemics exhibit
a great deal of temporal synchrony [44, 45] which should help
address the above limitations. Finally, despite the fact that we split
some of the influenza subtype incidence indicators into several time
periods, where might still be temporal variability in the relation
between the incidence indicators used in this paper and rates of
associated mortality? For example, while model fits are generally
temporally consistent (Figure 1), the model fit for the mortality data
for the 2017–2018 season is worse compared with other influenza
seasons, whichmight be related to the fact that the influenza subtypes
that circulated during that season (A/H1N1 and B/Yamagata) have
different age distributions feeding into one ILI data stream.

Conclusions

Our findings about the high rates of influenza-associated mortality
in France, the very high rates of influenza-associated mortality in
individuals aged over 75 years during certain influenza seasons in
France [46], and the low influenza vaccination rates in HCWs
in France [26] suggest the need for (a) boosting influenza vaccination
rates for HCWs and other population groups, possibly including
children; and (b) wider testing for influenza infection in respiratory
illness episodes with different principal diagnoses (including pneu-
monia) during periods of active influenza circulation in combination
with the use of antiviral medications [14]. In the event of the
recrudescence of Omicron circulation in France, efforts should be
undertaken to administer booster vaccination for COVID-19 to
HCWs, with coverage levels for booster vaccines containing the
Omicron component in HCWs in France being relatively
low [3]. Wider detection and treatment of Omicron infections,
particularly in older individuals/persons with underlying health
conditions such as cardiac disease and mental/behavioural disorders
(SupplementaryMaterial) should help mitigate themortality burden
of future Omicron epidemic waves.

Supplementary material. The supplementary material for this article can be
found at http://doi.org/10.1017/S0950268823001358.

Table 1. The contribution of influenza infection to all-cause mortality for the
2014–2015 through the 2018–2019 influenza seasons, and the contribution of
SARS-CoV-2 and influenza infections to all-cause mortality between week 33,
2022 and week 12, 2023

Season
Influenza-associated

deaths
SARS-CoV-2-associated

deaths

2014–2015 19,779 (15,438, 24,122)

2015–2016 5,432 (902, 9,932)

2016–2017 21,997 (17,891, 26,067)

2017–2018 19,138 (13,599, 24,838)

2018–2019 11,925 (8,632, 15,245)

Annual average,
2014–2015 to
2018–2019
seasons 15,654 (13,013, 18,340)

Week 33, 2022 to
week 12, 2023 7,851 (5,213, 10,463)

32,607 (20,794, 44,496)
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